„When I thought of going for EVS for 2
months, doing it seemed so scary for me. 2
months is such a long time, I was
thinking... what if I won't like it there?
But I already made a decision that I will
go and I went for EVS(…)It was a
really interesting thing to do; by writing
articles I learned really a lot about the
Chios island and by being one of the
volunteers who were creating new website
I learned a lot of IT stuff. So, if you are
thinking about doing EVS, go for it! You
will have one of the best times of your
life!’’
Przemek Gmerek – EVS in Greece

,,Taking care of animals living on an
ecological farm was my main activity
during my EVS – feeding them, providing
them with water, letting them out in the
morning and letting them in during the
afternoon(...)Besides working at the farm,
I repaired the fence for goats, trimmed the
hedge. All the time I was working together
with other volunteers who came to Bezerra
to do their EVS(… )I gained a lot of
practical knowledge associated with animal
care and the organization of work on a
farm because of my EVS and I'm grateful
for that’’
Aleksandra Woszczek – EVS in
Portugal

„To give a little love and attention to
disabled children and
to do some
interesting events for local community these were my only desires, which I
managed to realize. I am happy because of
it. During my EVS I was also lucky to
confront challenges, look for solutions and
face a teamwork. My communication skills
increased significantly. I discovered new
meaning of the words: involvement and
respect. I have travelled around Romania
and neighboring countries, meeting people
from different parts of the world. Now, I
would like to say thank you to everybody
who made me feel so good. If you have an
opportunity to do EVS project, go for it!
This is an experience like no other.”

Edyta Nowak – EVS in Romania

Anna Olesiak – EVS
in Bulgaria

,,I went to Greece for my voluntary
project during my summer holidays. I
wanted to
experience
something
interesting, to help others, share my
skills and expand them. These two
months were wonderful for me.
I met interesting people and of course
I spent my free time on the beautiful
beach! My job as the volunteer was very
interesting. I learned better how to
operate programs like Photoshop and
Illustrator. In summary, I can
recommend to go on EVS project during
holidays. You will be shocked how many
things can surprise YOU’’
Aleksandra Seges EVS in Greece

,,If you like spending lots of time
in the fresh air and being with
nature, it will be place for you. For
sure, you would learn many useful
skills, which you could use in the
future, for example: making cheese,
sausages; making
and
baking
bread; planting plants, cleaning
garden; feeding and taking care of
small and big animals (…)
Portugal is the most beautiful
country I have ever visited. Working
in international environment will
improve
your
relations and
communication with
foreigners
(…)’’

Magdalena Socha - EVS in
Portugal

,,My Greek summer started unexpectedly.
Monika –always stressed person who hated
almost everything landed on the island called
Chios (...)
Monika, that is me, now more relaxed and
happier than ever before. I’ve never thought that
I could fall in love with a country as
irresponsible as Greece, but I did and I am
happy about that. Each person I met there helped
me to understand that life is too beautiful to
worry about the past or the future. Each of them
filled me with positive energy and helped me with
my problems. Of course they are not perfect, but
no one is. One thing is certain; I will return to
Greece one day and thank all the people for
changing my life’’

Monika Maślak – EVS in Greece

” If I have to describe my EVS in one word
it will be: SURPRISE!!!
First of all, the decision about going for this
project was really spontaneous. Just one day
I decided to change all my life and the next
day I was applying for EVS in Bulgaria!
(...) I have found real friends there, I have
found everything I need to be happy. And the
most important thing EVS gave me was
freedom.
The kind of freedom I have never had before
and probably I will never have again. I was
volunteering in two orphanages, center for
disabled children and center for blind people
(...) EVS taught me that if you really want,
everything is possible’’
Izabella Plutkowska– EVS in Bulgaria

”(...)Why I chose Portugal is because I had
heard a lot of good things about the
Portuguese people and culture. I really loved
the experience in the village and the nature. I
had the opportunity to work with many
different things during my EVS, Mainly I
helped on the farm where I fed the animals on
the and helped also painting the local schools
in the villages. I had a chance of practicing
my hobby “photography” as I took photos at
festivals which were used in different articles
that were published (...)’’

Olga Pudlowska - EVS in Portugal

Katarzyna Skowronek – EVS in Greece
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